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Main Idea

• Exposure to labor market risks are an important determinant of 
the cross-section of equity returns.

• Long-short portfolio (long low labor market risk loadings and 
short high risk loadings) yields a 6% annualized average return.

• Authors build a labor asset pricing model – loadings on labor 
market “tightness” proxy for priced variation in the efficiency 
of the labor market matching mechanism

• Low (high) loadings are more (less) exposed to (systematic) 
labor market matching efficiency shocks



Labor Market Tightness



The authors first define the “shock” to labor market tightness as follows:

Then, risk exposures are calculated via a two-factor time-series 
regression, by firm for a fixed interval:

So, for each firm, we have a time-series of labor market tightness risk 
exposures, bi,t

q, that are then used for sorting firms into portfolios.

Risk Exposure to Labor Market Tightness



Key Findings:

Labor Market Tightness 
and Firm Level Risk Exposure

Robust to alternative measurement windows, the exclusions of micro cap firms, F-M 
cross-sectional regressions, and alternative proxies for labor market tightness.
Authors argue this is not an anomaly, but rather reflects priced labor market  risk.
 Labor-CAPM



…..

bq: A case study using industries

Many of the bq risk loading are not statistically significant.  Over 1954-2014, only three of 
the FF48 industry portfolios have a significant bq.

Yet, the portfolio returns are significant (unconditional return spread is much smaller).  
Q1: What should one think about this limited time-series significance?
Q2: Are the portfolio differences driven by the time-series (of risk exposures) or the 
cross-section (of firm/industry portfolio composition)?   



bq loadings in the cross section of firms

Q3: Considerably more on the portfolio composition (firm/ industry characteristics)
Suggestion: Before moving to the model, this should be sorted out so we understand 
exactly what features of the data the economics are designed to explain.  
[Belo, Lin, and Bazdresch (2014)]



bq Loadings and Typical Anomalies

The labor market risk loadings do not seem to play a large role in (a few) typical 
anomaly portfolios (at least unconditionally from 1954-2014).

Q4: This framework does not provide a role for labor market risk in explaining our 
usual anomalies? [at least unconditionally]
So, the model’s role is instead to explain why bq–sorted L/S excess portfolio returns 
reflect priced labor market risk.



The Labor-CAPM

Firms generate revenue:

Where

Firms hire/fire workers and the labor market is characterized by a 

endogenously determined degree of tightness, qt, and exogenous 
matching efficiency, pt, where the latter follows:



The Labor-CAPM

The authors employ an aggregate matching model for labor and 
determine equilibrium wages.

Firm’s maximize value by posting vacancies and firing workers 
(with costs) in the face of an exogenously determined pricing 
kernel:

where aggregate productivity and matching efficiency shocks are 
priced.  This yields a two-factor model that is “rotated” to reflect 
the empirical  setup explored earlier



A few questions about what 
resides inside the model

A shock to aggregate matching efficiency alters firms’ incentives  
to hire/fire.  

However, firms face costly hiring/firing, so firm-specific 
productivity shocks may impede action.  [Second, efficiency 
shocks carry a negative price of risk  discount rate effect for all 
firms]

Q5: Are these shocks really so separable?  [The very nature of 
matching efficiency?  Firm vs. Industry vs. Aggregate]

Suggestion: Would like to see a better match between an exercise 
that further decomposes what is happening within portfolios in 
the data with the mechanisms of the model.
Consider a Campbell–Shiller decomposition



A few questions about what 
resides outside the model

Can we really separate out labor market tightness exposures from 
“level” characteristics

• capital/labor intensity
• global supply chain
• Patents (general purpose vs. industry specific technologies)

Creative Destruction
• Automation
• Globalization



Conclusion

• An interesting paper sitting inside a rapidly growing literature.

• Document sizable return spreads related to labor market 
dynamics that deserve attention.

• A detailed labor market / asset pricing model designed to help 
explain the empirics.  

• Have some lingering questions about both the empirical results 
and the model’s critical mechanism

• Definitely worth a read


